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Abstract 

We derive the 1-106~ renormalization group equations for the parameters of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Modrl 
(MSSM) taking into account the successive decoupling of each spark _ -1~ below its threshold. This is realized by a step function 
at the level of each graph contributing to the renormalization group equations. 

The softly broken version of the M inimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [ 1 J is we!1 known to lead 
to electroweak symmetry breaking through radiative corrections [ 21. The sPJdy of radiative corrections is most 
conveniently done by the use of the renormalization group equations (RGE’s) for the running parameters of the 
model. Ultimately these energy dependent parameters should be related to the physical ones. One popular way to 
realize this program [ 31 exclusively in the framework of the (RGE’s) is the following: 

We derive the renormalization group equations for running masses and couplings in the DR scheme. As we come 
down in energy and encounter the heaviest particle threshold we switch to another “effective” theory [4 J from 
which the heavy particle is removed and so on. Although the m  scheme is mass independent, we enforce the 
Decoupling Ther\rc In [ 51 at the level of the (RGE’s) by replacing the full theory by a succession of effective 
theories. FCC d part’cular running mass m(Q) this treatment of its renormalization group equation will stop when 
we encounter the corresponding physica! mass determined by the condition m( mr,;, j = mph. Both the step function 
approximation on the RGE’s and this last condition for the physical mass xe approximations that keep the leading 
logarithmic part in 2-point functions and ignore the constant part. The popularity of this scheme is based on the fact 
that one stays only within the renormalization group equations [ 61 and does not have to consider the finite parts of 
the Green frmctions. 

In the present paper we derive in the i% schen:e the l-loop RGE’s for both dimensionless (gauge and Yukawa 
couplings) and dimensionful parameters (soft masses and cubic couplings). At the level of each graph we enforce 
decoupling by inserting a theta function t?,,, = 8( Q* - m*) that counts’ the contribution of a particle of mass m  at 
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energies Q > m. In order for such a program to be carried out we should calculate the infinities of the two and three 
point functions of all particles involved. The use of the supcrfield formalism in a non-supersymmetric theory, 
although possible through the utilization of spurious superlields, becomes Jiflicult due to the successive decoupling 
occurring at the component level. One has !o resart to the component formulation of the theory where the non- 
Renormalization Theorem does not apply. The details of the calculation along with the predictions of the MSSM 
for the particle mass spactrum using the modified RGE’s described above will be presented elsewhere [ 71. 

The parameters of th;: MSSM are defined by the superpotential (suppressing all indices) 

~=YuQH,U”fYdQH,DC+YeLH,EC+pH,H2, 

and the soft supersymmetry-breaking interaction Lagrangian 
-.9~o,~ = C rn? 14 i2+ ( Y,A,oH2ti+ YdAdoH,bC+ Y,A,iH,&+ h.c.) 

i 

-t(pBH,H2+h.c.)+$ CM,&,&,. 
a 

(1) 

(2) 

The beta functions for the gauge and Yukawa couplings are, with t = log( Q’/M& ) and keeping only the Yukawa 
couplings Y,,h,7 of the third generation fermions, 

dgi- dr = Pm = &T,“,, i=l, 2, 3, b1,2,3=y, 1, -3, 

( - $T,,g: -&d -#Z;,g: +3Z;,Y; +$T,&) . 

(31 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The threshold coefficients Ti, Tei, etc; appearing in ‘he expressions above are shown in Table 1. 
The beta functions for the cubic couplings are 3 

dA I-I= 
dt & [ -3g:M20e,jx -Ss:M,(2+H17,)6k-+3Y~Ab6dai.4Y2,A, 

+A,(Z,,g:fZflg:fZ,Y2,!1, (7) 

d& -= 
dt $ [-$r::K%--g%hm, -$g:M,( -4+168~,)8,+YY2,A,B~~+Y;2AIO~,~~ 

+6Y~At,+&G& +Z,,d +,Z,,s: +Z,,Y: +4d’~~I t (8) 
69 2 z 
dr 11 (4# 

- ~g$M~I),:-3g$M,6,vH,- ~g:M1(4$9~~*)8ei.CJifA,0,,0+Y~At,8t,,6 

-f-A&g: +Z,g: +Z,,d +&,I’: +G,Yi) 3 . (9) 
In our notation C& = 0,,0, 0,, = 0,,&&.. In all the expressions throughout this paper we assume that the Yukawa 
couplings are diagonal in family space. The coefficients Z,, in the expressions for the cubic couplings above are 
given in Table 2; above all thresholds they vanish and in this case one recovers’ the well known RGEs. 

” 0, %, B denote the W(3), W(2) and U(1) gwye fermions respectively. R,, i& are Higgs fermions (Higgsincs). 
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Table 1 
Threshold coefficients appearing in the renormalization group equations of the gauge and Yukawa couplings. Ahovc all thresholds these become 
equal to unity 

T,., = fi( - 1 t 4%,,, -2%,, 1- %,, +.:tq,~w) 
~~~ =&tr(-21-46,,,- 1. 8 , +24ea,66+36e,,, -e,0c12%,l,C)dj 
Tb, .= 1( 0”: + cad 

Table 2 
Threshold coefficients appearing in the .mormaliz;ltion group equations of the trilinear scalara couplings. Above all thre.:hoids these are 
vanishing 

- ---.- 
Z,, =&(l l+10%R-8%~---4%~~+8%aw, +2%~,,-8%1.:,k-2%~-%~r:--X%~~--4fl~~,1:44%11,~:) 
,,=~(-3+6%,,-6%,:--12%,,,~+6%~-.1%,:~~f2H~~,1:) 
Z,.,=~(-16++6%u~-%,7,P-3%H, t4%~,~+4%~~-?%~,~~8~~,~) 

z,,,=;;s-2en-t4e,:-em-2e,-4eng-e~oj 
z,,=~(-3+68,,-6e~-12%,,Q+6e~-3%~~+12%~fJ,Q) 
Z,,,=-~(-21+10%~-8%~-4%fi~+24%~~~,+18%;,,-24%,~~-2%~~--%,r~-58%~~~~28~~~~,-12%,,,~) 
z ,,,, = +(-24+60a, -f&-36,,, +4%,,A+126Q,,i-2%~ri, +8%,,,~) 
Zb, = $ ( 2 S,l, -- 6,,z - etraz ) 

The beta functions for the scalar masses are given by the following RGBs 4. The masses rnf,, appearing in the 
F,GEs below refer to the Higgs masses squared which are related to the their soft masses w$,+, and the mixing 
parameter p by mf,2 =m&H2 + p2. 

4 The RGES for the soft masses of the squarks and s!eptons presented here refer to the :hird generation of fermions. For the fiqt two generaticns 
the Yukawa couplings should be set to zero. 
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